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Details of Visit:

Author: rubric
Location 2: North Acton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 19 Jun 2013 12.15
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07561366482

The Premises:

Flat in large new block of flats just opposite the station. Clean inside, bathroom tidy and clean
towels available.

The Lady:

The same girl as the photos on the other site - though I expect they were taken a couple of years
back. She's a lot taller than those photos indicate - easily around 5'8 without heels.

The Story:

She greeted me in heels and jeans as requested. A shower was offered but I had just had one - so
she fetched me a glass of water.

We started kissing and eventually this led to us undressing each other and her giving me head. It
was nice enough - though it was fairly shallow, and ended with CIM.

On to the bed where she gave me a massage before we aimed for round 2 - I requested that she be
on top, and she got on top and just lay there - which made things hard work. I was fairly tired so
eventually gave up and left early.

I notice that when I'm met with a fairly mechanical performance that I look for mechanical perfection
- and in this case she had a number of scars on one arm, and didn't appear to have washed her hair
very recently. She was also obviously a smoker. Maybe it was a chemistry thing - and possibly she
was tired also as it was rather early in the day, but she seemed fairly jaded to me, which made
conversation and interaction hard. Usually when girls seem to want to meet you halfway things go a
lot more smoothly and one overlooks other things in favour of enthusiasm.
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